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The isomorphism conjecture is investigated for exponential-time and other complexity classes. If 
one-way functions exist, then we show that there are one-way functions such that A gpf(,4), where 
A is a standard complete set for NP or E or NE. If one-way functions exist, we also show that there 
are k-completely creative sets in NP with one-way productive functions but which are p-isomorphic 
to standard complete sets. We then present a type of one-way functions whose existence is equivalent 
to the failure of the isomorphism conjecture for E. Finally, we show that the isomorphism conjecture 
holds for E (NE) if and only if it holds for EXP (NEXP). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider the isomorphism conjecture for deterministic and 
nondeterministic exponential-time classes. This conjecture states that all polynomial- 
time many-one complete sets for deterministic (or nondeterministic) exponential-time 
class are p-isomorphic. We study the strength of this conjecture, relate it to similar 
hypotheses for other complete classes, and examine the work of Joseph and Young 
[S], Ko et al. [6], Kurtz et al. [779], and others indicating that this conjecture might 
be false. Our main focus is on the relationship of this conjecture to the existence of 
certain types of one-way functions and on the properties of complete sets implied by 
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the existence of such functions. We describe the implications these functions have for 
the isomorphism conjecture and exactly characterize the strength of the conjecture for 
the class of languages computable in deterministic exponential time in terms of 
a particular type of one-way functions. 
The investigation of the polynomial isomorphism of the many-one complete sets 
for various complexity classes has a rich and central history in complexity theory. It 
was first considered by Berman and Hartmanis [3] in their classic 1977 paper, where 
they studied NP-complete sets, gave several results proving p-isomorphisms of NP- 
complete sets and conjectured that all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic. 
Following the Berman-Hartmanis paper, many researchers focused on proving 
partial results toward the conjecture and on proving that various consequences and 
generalized versions of the conjecture hold. More recently, work in this area has 
turned toward evidence against the isomorphism conjecture for various classes. 
Mainly this has consisted in trying to understand properties and constructions of 
possible counterexamples to the conjecture. In this regard, Joseph and Young [S] 
defined and constructed k-completely creative sets.’ They showed that all k-com- 
pletely creative sets are NP-complete. If one-way functions exist, then they believe that 
not all k-completely creative sets are p-isomorphic. Thus, it might be possible to 
construct a k-completely creative set with a one-way productive function such that it 
is not p-isomorphic to any standard NP-complete set. Wang [ 131 also studied several 
forms of creative sets for P, NP, EXP and other classes and gave some interesting 
properties of these sets. In particular, he showed that every k-completely creative set 
for NP is k-creative. He also proved [ 123 that the isomorphism conjecture for E fails if 
and only if there is a p-creative set for P in E with no p-invertible p-productive 
function. 
Kurtz et al. [9] defined scrambling functions whose existence implies the failure of 
the isomorphism conjecture for all reasonable complexity classes. They proved that 
relative to a random oracle, scrambling functions exist, and so the isomorphism 
conjecture fails with probability 1. However, it is not known whether such functions 
exist even if one-way functions exist. Wang [l l] introduced index immune one-way 
functions and showed that their existence implies the failure of isomorphism conjec- 
ture for the class E. Index immune one-way functions also exist relative to a random 
oracle. Selman [lo] surveys various forms of one-way functions that have been studied 
in relation to some cryptographic investigations and the isomorphism problem. 
We begin here by reconsidering several of the possible approaches toward contra- 
dicting the isomorphism conjecture. All of these possibilities involve the existence of 
particular types of one-way functions. In each case, we prove that the simple existence 
‘Joseph and Young originally called them k-creative sets, but Wang [13] gave arguments to rename 
them as k-completely creative sets following the naming conventions used in recursion theory. Hence, we 
will use the term k-completely creative to be consistent with later papers using this concept. Wang also 
introduced the notion of k-creative sets analogous to creative sets in recursion theory. However, in this 
paper, we do not use these k-creative sets. 
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of such functions does not, in itself, imply that the conjecture fails. We then present 
a type of one-way functions whose existence is equivalent to the isomorphism 
conjecture for deterministic exponential time. This is the only such property presently 
known. Finally, we prove that the isomorphism conjecture holds for E (NE) if and 
only if it holds for EXP (NEXP). 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the usual notions of Turing machines 
and complexity classes such as P, NP, E, and NE. For further details refer to [l]. 
We will consider languages to be subsets of (0, l>*. For any string w~(0, l}*, let Iwl 
denote its length. We assume the standard lexicographic ordering of strings. For any 
language A, let A denote the complement of A. Let JV denote the set of natural 
numbers. We do not distinguish between {0, l}* and .,V as there is a bijection between 
them. For all x and y, let (x, y) =(x + y)(x + y + 1)/2+x. ( . , . ) is a standard poly- 
nomial-time computable pairing function which maps JV x M onto ,V. Note that 
I(x,y)J=O(lx(+lyl). For each n>2, and all x1,x2, . . ..x., we define 
(x 1, ... , &)=(X13(X2~ ... 3%)). Let (4i)ie.l’ denote a fixed enumeration of all 
Turing machines such that we can compute the code from the index and the index 
from the code in polynomial time. 4i(x) is the output of the machine i on input x. We 
define II’i=L(4,). @i(x) is the running time of machine i on input x. 
All functions mentioned in this paper are assumed to be total unless specified 
otherwise. Iffis a total function, f-’ need not be total unlessfis onto. A d E-reduction 
fis a total function that is computable in polynomial time. We say that A d L B byfiff 
Vx, x4 ef(x)~B. A set C is polynomial-time many-one complete (<P,-complete) for 
a class of sets S iff CES and every set in S is <L-reducible to C. One-one reductions 
(< y), one-one, length increasing reductions (d y _li), and one-one, length increasing, and 
invertible reductions ( d T _ li _ in”) can similarly be defined by placing further require- 
ments on f: Two sets A and B are p-isomorphic (denoted A zpB) iff A d;B by 
a polynomial-time computable and invertible bijection J: 
A functionfis strongly inoertible if there is a polynomial-time function which, on 
input y in the range off, prints out all of the elements off- l(y). Note that a strongly 
invertible function is necessarily poly-one. 
A function f is polynomially honest iff there is a polynomial g such that for all x, 
Ix 1 d g( If(x) I). A function f is said to be exponentially honest if for all x, 2’s(x)I > )x 1. 
A function f is a one-way function iff f is computable in polynomial time, f is 
one-one, polynomially honest, andfis not polynomial-time invertible. A functionfis 
a scramblingfunction [9] if and only iffis a one-way function and for all polynomial- 
time computable and invertible functions g, range(g) $ range(f). 
A polynomial-time computable and invertible one-one function p of two arguments 
is said to be a paddingfunction for a set A if (Vx, y) XEA o p( (x, ~))EA. A set A is said 
to be p-paddable if A has a padding function. 
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We define 
P = u DTIME(n’), 
E 
NPk = NTIME(nk), 
NP = u NTIME(n’), 
c 
E= u DTIME(2”“), NE = u NTIME(2”“), 
EXP’= ” DTIME (2”‘)) NEXPC= u NTIME(T’). 
c c 
Let k be any fixed integer. A set CENP is k-completely creative if there is a poly- 
nomial-time computable function f (a productive function), such that, Vi which 
satisfies VX, cpi(x)l~~i(x)<IiI.ixik+Iil, we havef(i)EC of(i)EWi. Such an i is said 
to witness that WiENPk, andf(i) witnesses that C$NPk. 
3. Main results 
In 1977, Berman and Hartmanis [2] proved that all the NP-complete’ sets known 
at that time are p-isomorphic. On the basis of this evidence, and in analogy with the 
result in recursion theory that says all many-one complete, recursively enumerable 
sets are recursively isomorphic, they conjectured that all NP-complete sets are 
p-isomorphic. This conjecture, and its generalizations for complexity classes other 
than NP, has stimulated a large amount of recent work in complexity theory. It has 
not yet been settled for any complexity class. Currently, there is no known complexity 
class for which we know whether all m-complete sets are p-isomorphic or not. The 
following theorem is used in what follows. 
Theorem 3.1 (Berman and Hartmanis [3]). For all sets A and B, if A and B are 
reducible to each other by polynomial-time computable, one-one, length-increasing, and 
polynomial-time invertible reductions, then A and B are polynomial-time isomorphic. 
The first evidence against the isomorphism conjecture came from Joseph and 
Young [S]. They introduced the concept of k-completely creative sets for NP and 
showed that these sets exist. If one-way functions do not exist, then all k-completely 
creative sets with one-one and polynomially honest productive functions are p- 
isomorphic to SAT. They conjectured that the k-completely creative sets with 
one-one, polynomially honest productive functions are polynomially isomorphic to 
SAT only if one-way functions do not exist. Since it is widely believed that one- 
way functions do exist, they believe that not all k-completely creative sets are 
p-isomorphic. 
* We use the term NP-complete to refer to many-one complete sets in NP. 
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It is known from the results of Berman [2] (also see [14,4]), that all d$complete 
sets of E (EXP) are <~-ii-equivalent. If two such sets are not p-isomorphic, it must 
follow that some one-one, length-increasing polynomial-time computable function is 
not invertible in polynomial time. Thus, there is an immediate connection between the 
isomorphism problem for exponential-time classes and the existence of one-way 
functions. The converse is still open. In other words, if one-way functions exist, are 
there two m-complete sets in E or EXP that are not p-isomorphic? A partial answer to 
this question was given by Ko et al. [6]. They showed that if one-way functions exist, 
then there are 2-tt complete sets for E that are one-one, li equivalent but not 
p-isomorphic. Later, Kurtz et al. [7], without any assumptions, showed that there are 
two 2-tt complete sets (not necessarily one-one, li equivalent) in E that are not p- 
isomorphic. 
If A is a < P,-complete set for E and iffis a length-increasing, one-one function, then 
f(A) is also d :-complete for E. This result holds for any other commonly considered 
complexity class as well. Thus, we might ask, for some one-way function f, and 
for some <E-complete set A for E, whether A and f(A) are non-p-isomorphic 
<P,-complete sets for E. It should be noted that a class of k-completely creative 
sets introduced by Joseph and Young have the form f(A) for some standard <“,- 
complete set A. Kurtz et al. formulated the following conjecture based on these 
observations. 
Conjecture 3.2 (The encrypted complete set conjecture [S]). There is a one-way function 
f and a standard d L-complete set A for E such that A and the d ;-complete set f (A) for 
E are not p-isomorphic. 
A problem with this conjecture is that the candidate for the one-way function is not 
known. A simple assumption on the existence of one-way functions seems to be 
insufficient to prove the conjecture. Clearly, any function that satisfies the conclusion 
of the conjecture is necessarily oneeone. However, such a function may have addi- 
tional properties which are not reflected in the premise of the conjecture. Next, we 
prove a result that indicates that the premise of the above conjecture can probably be 
strengthened to give a conjecture that is more likely to be solvable. 
First, we define a typical standard complete set for NP, E and NE. This set will be 
used in what follows. 
fh={(i,x,O’)l nondeterministic machine Mi accepts input x in at most 
1 steps.}. 
Ke = ( (i, x, 0’) I deterministic machine Mi accepts input x in at most 2’ 
steps.}. 
K,, = { (i, x, 0’ ) ( nondeterministic machine ML accepts input x in at most 2’ 
steps.}. 
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We define KEXp = KE and KNEXp = KNE. It is clear that Km. is <y_ii_inv-complete for 
NP, KE is d i _ li _inv-complete for E and EXP, and KnE is d y _ ii_ +-complete for NE 
and NEXP. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that one-way functions exist. Then, there is a one-way function 
f such that KzP f (K), where K is any of KNp, Kn, or KNE. 
Proof. Let g be any given one-way function. Let e be the index of a Turing 
machine that rejects all inputs by halting immediately in a rejecting state. Clearly, 
L(M,) is the empty set. Let d be a constant that bounds the number of steps taken by 
M,. Define 
f(x)= 
i 
Z.g(y) if x is of the form (e, y, d), 
2.x+ 1 otherwise. 
Since e and d are fixed constants, for every given y there is a unique x such that 
x = (e, y, d). Given g(y), there exists a unique x such that f(x) = 2. g(y). If f is 
polynomially invertible, we can invert g usingf- ’ on 2. g(y) to get (e, y, d) and hence 
y. But g is not invertible in polynomial time. Hence, f is not invertible in polynomial 
time. Also, f is one-one, since g is one-one. We can easily verify that h(x) = 2. x + 1 is 
a oneeone, length-increasing, and invertible reduction from K to f(K). Since h is 
one-one, Ii, and invertible, K and f (K) are < f _ li _ ,,,-equivalent and hence p-isomor- 
phic. 0 
The theorem above does not answer the question whether there exists a one-way 
function f and a <i-complete set A such that A $"f (A). The following theorem is 
a partial answer to this question. We do not exhibit a one-way function, but 
a three-to-one function g which is not strongly invertible. Watanabe [13] also 
discusses several results concerning the existence of one-way functions f for which 
K qkpf (K) for many standard complexity classes such as NP, E, EXP, NE, NEXP, and 
EXPSPACE. For example, he proves that if there exists a non-p-iosomorphic pair of 
<;-complete sets in EXPSPACE, then there is a one-way function f such that 
K $“f (K), where K is a standard complete set for EXPSPACE. There are other 
similar results that depend on some additional assumptions about reductions and the 
complexity of the range of one-way functions. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose there is a < P,-complete set X for E such that X $p K, where K is 
the standard complete set KE for E. Then, there exists a polynomial-time computable, 
honest function f such that Vz, /{x: f(x) =z> ) < 3 and f is not strongly invertible, and 
K $‘f (K). 
Proof. Let X be any <$-complete set for E such that X $p K. Since all <:-complete 
sets for E are one-one, length-increasing complete, there exists a one-one, length- 
increasing reduction g from K to X. Clearly, g is a one-way function. Let X be 
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computed by a machine with index i, and K be computed by a machine with index k. 
Assume that the running time of the machines i and k are bounded by 2”“, where c is 
a constant. Define 
f(z)= 
1 
X if z is of the form (i, x,Oc’IxI), 
g(y) if z is of the form (k,y,OC’Iyl), 
g(z) otherwise. 
We claim that f is a reduction from K to X, computable in polynomial-time and 
polynomially honest. In the definition off; there are three cases and we will verify that 
for each case ZEK of(z)~X. In case 1, z is of the form (ix, V’1x1). By definition of K, 
ZEK o XE Wi=X. Thus, ZEK of(z)(=x)~X. In case 2, z is of the form (k,y,OC.Iyl). 
By definition of K, ZEK o ~EK. Thus, ZEK o ~EK o g(y)EX of(z)~X. In case 3, 
f(z) is defined as g(z). Since g is a reduction from K to X,fserves as a reduction in this 
case too. Given z, it falls into only one of the three cases and hencefis well defined. 
Within each case, f is one-one and hence Vz, I {x 1 f(x) = z} 1 d 3. For every XEX, we 
know that (i, x, 0” xI 1 )EK and hence f(K) = X. By a similar argument f(K) = X. 
Supposefis strongly invertible, then we can invert g as follows. Given g(y), we simply 
use the algorithm to invertfand obtain at most 3 different values. One of them must 
be of the form (k, y, Oc~ly’) and hence we get y. This will contradict the assumption that 
g is one-way. Hence, f is not strongly invertible. Since X is f(K), we have 
K $‘f (K). 0 
The proof above works for the nondeterministic classes NE and NEXP provided 
the set X in the assumption is one-one, honest complete. We know that the <i- 
complete sets for NE are one-one, exponentially honest complete [4], but we do not 
know whether they are one-one, length-increasing complete. The honesty assumption 
will allow us to obtain an honest (hence, length increasing) reduction g from K to 
X which is needed for the proof to work. 
Next, we consider k-completely creative sets and one-way functions. The following 
theorem is due to Joseph and Young [S] and it shows that there exist k-completely 
creative sets for NP. 
Theorem 3.5 (Joseph and Young [S]). Let f be any polynomial-time computable, 
polynomial honest, one-one function. Dejine 
K$=(f(i): ~i(f(i))dIil.If(i)lk+IiI}. 
Then K$ is k-completely creative, iff is an honest productive function. 
Joseph and Young gave some evidence as to why K: is not likely to be p- 
isomorphic to any standard <P,-complete set, iff is one-way. Iff is not one-way, it can 
be shown that these k-completely creative sets have padding functions and hence are 
p-isomorphic to standard BP,-complete sets. Iff is one-way, it is not clear as to how 
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one can produce an invertible padding function. The next theorem produces a k- 
completely creative set which has a one-way productive function but is p-isomorphic 
to the standard complete set KNP for NP. Thus, the theorem indicates that we would 
require some stronger assumptions on one-way productive functions to prove that not 
all k-completely creative sets are p-isomorphic. The theorem is also true for k- 
completely creative sets generalized to higher classes such as E. 
Theorem 3.6. If one-way functions exist, then there is a one-way function g such that for 
all kg 1, Ki has a polynomial-time computable and invertible one-one, li productive 
function, and hence Kf: $PKNP. 
Proof. Let e be the index of a Turing machine that rejects all its inputs. For every 
string x, let p(x) be the index of the machine which is obtained by padding e with x. 
Clearly, p is computable and invertible in polynomial time. Let f be any given 
one-way function. Define g as follows: 
i 
2.f (Y) 
g(x)= 2.x+l 
if x=p(y) for some y, 
otherwise. 
Given any y, there exists a unique x such that x =p(y). If g is invertible in polynomial- 
time, we can also invert f in polynomial time by using g- ’ on 2 .f (y) to get Y. Since f is 
one-way, g must be one-way. Consider the creative set Ki with g as a productive 
function. We claim that h(x) = 2. x + 1, which is one-one, Ii, invertible, is a productive 
function for Kt. Given x, if x is not in the range of p, then g(x) = 2. x + 1 = h(x). Thus, it 
is clear that h(x)EKz o h(x)e W, whenever x witnesses that W,ENP“. Suppose 
x = p(y) for some y. In this case, x is the index of a machine rejecting all inputs. By 
definition, g(x) = 2 .f (y), and hence 2. x + 1 is not in the range of g. Since Kz z range(g), 
h(x)= 2. x + l$Ki. Since W, rejects all inputs, h(x)@ W,. From these observations, it is 
clear that h is productive function for K,. k Since h is one-one, li and invertible, 
Kk rPKNP. 0 9 
From the above discussions we conclude that the simple assumption on the 
existence of one-way functions is not sufficient to prove that not all m-complete sets 
for the class E are p-isomorphic. Kurtz et al. [9], in an attempt to characterize the 
p-isomorphism among all m-complete sets for E, considered much stronger type of 
one-way functions called scrambling functions. These functions (in fact, even stronger 
one-way functions) exist relative to a random oracle. However, it is not known 
whether the existence of one-way functions implies the existence of scrambling 
functions. They proved that if scrambling functions exist then the isomorphism 
conjecture fails for all reasonable complexity classes including NP, E, and NE. Thus, 
scrambling functions are examples of strong, yet seemingly consistent one-way func- 
tions whose existence implies the failure of isomorphism conjecture. However, while 
simple one-way functions seem too weak to prove the failure of the isomorphism 
conjecture, scrambling functions seem too strong. Note that the existence of scrambling 
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functions is only a sufficient condition for the failure of isomorphism conjecture. Thus, 
it is possible that isomorphism conjecture is false and yet scrambling functions do not 
exist. Next, we present a seemingly weaker type of one-way functions whose existence 
is exactly equivalent to the failure of isomorphism conjecture for E. 
Definition 3.7. Let A be an arbitrary set. A polynomial-time computable functionfis 
said to be one-way for A iffis one-one, length increasing such that for all polynomial- 
time computable and invertible g that is one-one and length increasing, either 
0 g(A)-f(A) is nonempty or 
0 g(A)-f(A) is nonempty. 
The next lemma states that in the above definition we could as well have used the 
stronger condition that g(A)-f(A) or g(A)-f(A) is infinite. 
Lemma 3.8. Let A be an arbitrary p-paddable set. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a polynomial-time computable, one-one, li function f such that for all 
polynomial-time computable and invertible g that is one-one and length increasing, either 
g(A)-f (A) is nonempty or g(A)-f (A) is nonempty. 
(2) There exists a polynomial-time computable, one-one, li function f such that for all 
polynomial-time computable and invertible g that is one-one and length increasing, either 
g(A)-f (A) is infinite or g(A)-f (A) is infinite. 
Proof. (2)=+(l): obvious. 
(l+(2): we prove that if (2) is not true, then (1) is not true. Suppose there exists 
a function g, which is one-one, li and invertible such that both g(A)-f(A) and 
g(A)-f (A) are finite. Let S be a one-one, li, invertible padding function for A. Let n be 
the size of the largest element in range(g) - range( f ). Define g’(x) = g(S(x, On)). Clearly, 
g’ is a one-one, li, invertible function such that both g’(A) &f (A) and g’(A)sf (A). This 
shows that (1) is not true. 0 
Note that iff is a scrambling function then f is one-way for A for any set A. Hence, 
by the result of Kurtz et al. [9], one-way for A functions exist relative to a random 
oracle. Also, if f is one-way for A then f is a one-way function. We now turn to the 
theorem proving the equivalence stated earlier. 
Theorem 3.9. There exists two non-p-isomorphic GE-complete sets for E if and only if 
there exists a function f which is one-way for KE. 
Theorem 3.9 states3 that the failure of the isomorphism conjecture for E is exactly 
equivalent to the existence of a function which is one-way for KE. The choice of KE is 
arbitrary and can be replaced by any one-one, li, complete set for E. One weakness of 
3 This theorem is also due to Homer 
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our result is the dependence of our definition on some complete cylinder KE. It would 
be of interest to have an equivalent definition of a one-way function which does not 
depend on any complete set, but rather is defined purely in terms of its complexity- 
theoretic properties. 
Proof. =t-: Let X be any m-complete such that X $kpKE. Since X is one-one, li 
complete, there exists a reduction f from KE to X, which is oneeone and length 
increasing. We will prove that f has the desired properties. Suppose there exists 
a function g which is oneeone, li and invertible such that g(KE)-f(KE) is finite and 
g(Kb)-f(K;) is finite. As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, we can get a one-one, li, 
invertible function g’ that reduces K, to X and hence KE zpX, contradiction. 
+: Givenf; a one-way function for KE, we will construct an m-complete set X such 
that KE $“X. The idea is to construct this set X such thatfis a reduction from KE to 
X but none of thefi’s which are one-one, li and invertible can be a reduction. The 
following algorithm describes the set X. Let (fi )ieN be an enumeration of all 
polynomial-time computable functions such that given i and x we can computefi (x) in 
time 20(lil+IxI) (see [7]): 
1. input y. 
2. iff(x)=y for some x<y 
3. then accept y iff XEK,. {This makes X m-complete} 
4. else 
5. if 3 < lyl such that i is the 
6. least index that is not yet canceled and 
7. h (z) = y for some z < y {Note: f will not satisfy this condition} 
8. then accept y iff z#KE and cancel i. 
9. else reject y {accept or reject is not important here}. 
First note that f(K,)cX and f(KE)cX. This immediately cancels all functions 
g such that g(KE)-f(KE) spills intof(KE) or g(Kr)--f(KE) spills intof(Kr). Thus, the 
only one-one, li, invertible functions left to cancel are those that have an infinite 
number of “free” strings in at least one of g(KE)-f(KE) or g(K,)-J(K,). These 
functions are eventually canceled by the algorithm in step 7. Thus, every index 
corresponding to a oneeone, li, invertible function which is a potential reduction from 
KE to X, will eventually get canceled because of the choice off: Clearly, steps 2 and 
3 can be computed in time 2 o(ivl) For steps 5-8, we need to store a list of indices of 
length <lyl that have been satisfied during previous stages. The space needed for 
storing this list is bounded by 2 ‘(lyl) The time needed to simulate all previous stages . 
and construct this list is also bounded by 2”lyl) as there are only 2°‘lyl) previous 
stages, and each stage needs time at most 2 o(iyi) Hence the set constructed is in E. . q 
Next, we will consider the consequence of the collapse of the < P,-complete degree in 
one class to the collapse of the <$-complete degree in another class. The difficulty in 
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showing the p-isomorphism of all <;-complete sets for standard complexity classes 
makes one wonder whether this question depends on the complexity class or solely on 
the fact that we are dealing with polynomial-time reductions. If one could show that 
either the <;-complete sets of all these classes collapse or there are nonisomorphic 
<P-complete sets in each of these classes, then it would indicate the inherent 
de;endency of this problem on the polynomial-time computations. The next theorem 
gives a partial answer to this problem. 
Theorem 3.10 All <$-complete sets for NE (E) are p-isomorphic if and only $ all 
<i-complete sets for NEXP (EXP) are p-isomorphic. 
Proof. We present the proof for NE and NEXP and the same proof works for E and 
EXP. If all d ;-complete sets for NEXP are p-isomorphic, then all d i-complete sets 
for NE are p-isomorphic since every d g-complete set for NE is also d :-complete for 
NEXP. 
Assume that there are two <g-complete sets for NEXP which are not p-isomor- 
phic. We will show that there are two <m “-complete sets in NE which are not 
p-isomorphic. Let K be the standard m-complete set for NE. K is also m-complete for 
NEXP. Let X be a set in NEXP such that K $zpX. Let the run time of X be bounded 
by 2p(“) for some polynomial p. Let X’ = (~10~‘~“~): XEX}. X’ENE. We show that K and 
X’ are not p-isomorphic. Suppose K g pX’. Then X’ is one-one, length increasing, and 
invertible complete. 
Let (J)isn be an enumeration of all polynomial-time computable functions such 
that given i and x we can compute fi (x) in time 2’(“‘+ Ix’). Consider the language 
B accepted by the following algorithm: 
1. input (i,x) 
2. Let y=fi((i,x)). 
3. If y is not of the form wlOp(lwl) then 
4. accept (i, x). 
5. else 
6. accept (i,x> iff XEK. 
Clearly, BENE. Letfj be a one-one, li, invertible reduction from B to X’. Note that 
all elements of X’ are of the form xlOp(IxI). Iffj(( j, x)) is not of the form ~lO~(~~l), 
thenfj( ( j, x)) E _X’, but ( j, x) EB. This contradicts the fact thatfj is a reduction from 
B to X’. Thus, fj(< j,x)) is of the form w10 p(lwl) for all x. Then, it is clear that 
f(x) =fj (( j, x)) reduces K to X’. Define g(x) as follows: 
1. input x. 
2. compute f(x). 
3. Letf(x) be wlOp(~“‘~). 
4. output w. 
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Note g(x) reduces K to X. x~Kof(x)~X’ o g(x)EX. Note g is one-one, honest, and 
invertible. To invert g(x), simply append g(x) with 10p(lg(x)l) and use f-’ to get x. 
Using padding techniques, we can obtain a one-one, length increasing, and invertible 
reduction from K to X using g. Hence, K rPX. 0 
4. Open problems 
We conclude with several open problems directly bearing on the isomorphism 
question. 
(1) We have noted that the existence of a scrambling function implies the existence 
of a one-way for K function which in turn implies the existence of one-way functions. 
Does the converse of either of these statements holds? Or more likely, are there oracles 
A and B relative to which there is a one-way function but no one-way for K function 
or relative to which there is a one-way for K function but not a scrambling function? 
Note that by the result of Kurtz et al. such oracles must come from a set of measure 0. 
(2) Are NE (NEXP)-complete sets one-one, length-increasing complete? (By [4], 
they are one-one, exponentially honest complete.) 
(3) Can we prove a “transfer theorem” similar to Theorem 3.10 for other nondeter- 
ministic classes not as closely related as NE and NEXP, or for E and NE, or for 
recursively enumerable class and NE? 
(4) Find a one-way function whose existence is equivalent to the failure of isomor- 
phism conjecture for NE or NEXP or the class of recursively enumerable sets. 
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